T(z)=az+b (ad-bc= l:c#O) cz+d which is to have the property of mapping the extended real axis R one-one onto itself. It is easily seen that a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that all of a,b,c,d be real. (Note that we must allow R to contain the ideal "point at infinity" which we take as o. This will allow the point -e d-to have an image. Thus R =[-oo, + ).) This transformation will have one or two fixed points. In the former case if , is the fixed point, it will be real and any sequence of real numbers satisfying Zn + T(zn) (n 1,2, will converge to ,. If there are two fixed points then either: (a) they will both be real or (b) they will form a complex conjugate pair. In case (a), any sequence generated as above will converge to one of the fixed points (call this one ,) whilst in case (b) there will not be convergence at all.
cz+d which is to have the property of mapping the extended real axis R one-one onto itself. It is easily seen that a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that all of a,b,c,d be real. (Note that we must allow R to contain the ideal "point at infinity" which we take as o. This will allow the point -e d-to have an image. Thus R =[-oo, + ).) This transformation will have one or two fixed points. In the former case if , is the fixed point, it will be real and any sequence of real numbers satisfying Zn + T(zn) ( LEMMA. Let Ml(Xl,t,m1) and M2(X2,,m2) be two measure spaces with probability measures m and m 2. Let S:Xl-.X2 and H:X2-.X2, both of these transformations being one-one and onto. Suppose that E C X is ml-measurable if and only if S(E)C X 2 is m2-measurable and that ml(E m2(S(E)). Finally, suppose that//is m2-measure preserving and ergodic with respect to this measure. Then the transformation T $-1H$ is ml-measure preserving and ergodic with respect to m 1.
PROOF. Since all our transformations are invertible, we may deal with the transformations themselves rather than their inverses.
(a) Let E c X be rnl-measurable.
Then ml(E) rn2(S(E)) m2(//$(E)) nl(S-I//S(E)) rnl(T(E))
This shows that 7" is ml-measure preserving.
(b) Let A be a subset of X! which is invariant under T and whose m measure satisfies 0 < ml(A < 1.
Let B S(A).
Then B is an invariant set under H because H(B) H$(A) ST(A) S(A) B. Also ml(A m2(S(A)) m2(B) so that 0 < m2(B < 1. But, since H is ergodic, this is impossible. Hence there cannot exist any set A satisfying both T(A)= A and 0 < ml(A) < 1. This shows that T is ergodic with respect to the m measure and the proof of the lemma is complete.
We now return to the particular application in hand. As we have alreaAy remarked, when B is not a rational multiple of = the transformation HB of [0,2=) onto itself is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue probability measure m and preserves this measure. To apply the Lemma we let Xl_--l,X2--[0,2r),m2=m (Lebesgue probability measure), H=_H[3 and S--the $ of the application. It remains to find m so that ml(E m(S(E)) whenever E C Write _= $(z) ar so that i z--6
By differentiation we find that
Since and "6 are the zeros of cz2+ (d-a)z-b this latter integral can be re-written in an obvious way and so we find that the required ml-measure is given by K dz ml(E)= Ef3[-x,oo) cz 2 +(d_a)z_b with K chosen to make this a probability measure.
Applying the Lemma we see that the transformation T preserves this measure and is ergodic with respect to it.
Finally, knowing this, we can apply the Individual Ergodic Theorem [1] Zn + cz n + d
will have the property stated in (1) above. NOTE: *By referring to the definition of m measure above, "almost all in the m sense" can be seen to be equivalent to "almost all in the sense of Lebesgue measure on
